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The Number of New Discoveries has Slowed to a Trickle….
What has happened to reports and sales of previously unrecorded dummy stamps?

I recognise that I have been especially slow in producing recent issues of Dummy Stamps. This is, in part,
due to other more pressing commitments on my time, but also due to a marked drop in the availability of
fresh material. It is hoped that this will be a temporary situation but, if not, then the frequency of this
modest publication may have to become twice-yearly instead of quarterly.
The masthead states:
“A newsletter covering
British stamp printers’
dummy stamp material”,
meaning that there have to
be stamp printers for there
to be new dummy stamps.
Not all readers may realise
that Royal Mail now solely
employs International
Security Printers to produce
its stamp products and that
Messrs De La Rue and Joh.
Enschedé are no longer
contracted to print stamps.
A recent trawl of the internet resulted in finding a
London trade directory for
the year 1914. Under
“Postage Stamp Printers”
were listed no less than
seven famous printers. The
only name that still exists
is De La Rue and they are
no longer stamp printers for
any country.
De La Rue ended-up
absorbing the other six
names and their current
precarious position means
that they may also be
taken-over. GLENN *
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The Enschedé Museum has Moved…
from its factory premises to Noord-Hollands Archief

Until 2015, the museum and archives of the long-established
Joh. Enschedé was based within the factory premises at
Haarlem in the Netherlands. They were subsequently moved
to the Noord-Hollands Archief.
The Archief states : “In addition to a permanent exhibition,
we also work on opening up and making the collections
accessible to researchers. For example, we make scans
available, we help with research questions, and we are
working on getting the material into the systems properly.
Due to the size of the collections, describing and registering
material is a major task that will take several years to
complete.”
If interested in the contents of the archive, then click on this
link for further information.

Not Shown Before
‘Three BW dummies with wide
unprinted selvedge electronically
cropped to show designs larger.

The orange embossed design at far right (above) rang a bell with your
compiler and he knew that eventually the reason would come to mind.
Sure enough, when going through some electronic files an item
jumped off the page.
The design had been used either before, or after, the dummy type for a
1903 postal stationery item
from El Salvador with a
face value of 5 cents and
an image of the Francisco
Morazan Monument.
It is most unusual to find
dummy postal stationery
material such as this. *
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Arjo Wiggins Sheet
Paper Supplier publicity sample discovered

Arjo Wiggins is an independent paper
manufacturer based in Scotland, but
headquartered in Paris, France. It was
founded in 1761.
Your compiler recently found a
full sheet of 20 labels worded “Arjo
Wiggins” and “Ideal Premier Ivoire”.
Nothing further known. *

Bill Dorricott
Death of a world expert

Readers may recall the two-part article that I wrote regarding Harrison and its
involvement with stamp papers that appeared in Gibbons Stamp Monthly back
in 2015. Well, it only came about because of a meeting with Bill Dorricott that
had kindly been facilitated by Brian Janes, both ex-Harrison employees.
Bill graciously shared his amazing in-depth knowledge over lunch with Brian
and myself and it was easy to see why he was the acknowledged expert on all
aspects of stamp papers…. and how amazingly complicated the subject is!
I recently learned that Bill had sadly passed away last year and my condolences
are offered to his wife Sue and family. * GLENN
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SMI Presentation Pack

Don’t be Fooled

Examples not seen for sale before….

French dummy stamps…not!

Stephen Mayer International (SMI) are (were?)
producers of equipment designed to assist philatelic
bureaux pack, insert or affix philatelic products in
bulk. Your compiler was
lucky enough to be
presented with a PP
many years back by the
company, and recently
eBay offered a pack at
£89.99. It remains unsold at time of publication. *

Our regular contributor from France has kindly
advised your compiler of a dodgy French eBay
seller. He writes…. “Finally, I want to warn you
that a French counterfeiter has been infesting eBay
for the past few months (seller id: biniraix).
“This person himself prints dummy stamps and other
‘essays’ at home. He indicates in the long text at the
bottom of his items that the stamps he sells are
imitations. But he knows perfectly well that 90% of
buyers do not read the descriptions, but simply look
at the photos.
“What is unfortunate is that his productions will end
up in collections that will one day reappear on the
market ..... and thus create new cascading victims.
Perhaps you should report this individual in a
‘Don’t be Fooled’ of a forthcoming Dummy Stamps?”
Happy to do so, especially as the seller may move
on to British material in due course! The items
produced do look realistic, so beware. *

£50 or 50p?

Stuart Henderson

eBay strikes again

Death of a fine collector

Anyone may charge whatever they like for philatelic
items and it is up to the purchaser whether they
pay-up or pass.

I regret to advise that Stuart died
earlier this year. Go to this link
to read a feature in the East
London Guardian from 2011
(with image, alongside). We had
a long association and I will miss
our regular chats and his valuable
contributions to DS. GLENN

The extremely common Gravure Press Trial sheet
from Questa is regularly offered at under a pound,
but one ‘chancer’ thought that he could get £50.
Hopefully no-one paid such a stupid price! *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to
download and print-off. Thank you. *
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